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• ABC is not a bad thing to know about

• Becoming more popular

• Shows up in many places

• Today we'll also cover Population Monte Carlo

• And Importance Sampling

• Good to know what they are

• Similar idea to machine learning (I think)

ABC: Not A Bad 
Thing To Know 
About
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• We have some data, dobs, a model, M, and unknown parameters, θ

• We cannot calculate the likelihood function

• We can simulate data, di given M, θi

• Basic idea is to simulate lots of data for different parameter 
values, and see which data is similar to the observed data.

• We can approximate the posterior p(θ | dobs)

Why Approximate Bayesian Computation (ABC)?



Approximate Bayesian Computation (ABC)

• Think about tolerance going to zero.

• LHS - Posterior given data

• RHS - Approximate posterior given data
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• First ABC algorithm

• Simplest

• Basis/starting point for better 
algorithms

What is Rejection?



Approximate Bayesian Computation (ABC)

• RHS we can approximate with simulations

• Draw from prior, count how many simulations are within tolerance 
for each parameter value



• Sample from 
parameter space

• Save parameters from
"successful" 
simulations

• KDE of successful 
parameters

ABC Rejection

Fig from Sunnaker et 
al (2013)



• Example. We have data, d, our model M is an exponential 
distribution, estimating λ

• If S(d) = sample mean

• Then p(λ | S(d)) = p(λ | d)

• "Bayesian Sufficient" - S gives us everything we need from d

• Often S isn't Bayesian sufficient, but try and get close

What is the distance measure? One option is use 
Euclidean distance between sample statistics



Example – Exponential Distribution Changing Tolerance



• Approximate posterior/likelihood

• Low tolerances and high density sampling of 
parameter space give more accurate results.

• This can be computationally expensive!

• How to improve this?

ABC Rejection
Summary
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• Assume a linear relationship in the 
region of interest

• Between the parameter(s) and the 
sample statistic(s)

• Use that to boost accuracy

What is Regression?



Some maths

• In region of Bϕ

• If residuals have an invariant distribution

• To approximate, transform data by

• Histogram of transformed data gives an estimate of the likelihood. 
KDE to smooth



• Sample from 
parameter space

• Save parameters from
"successful" 
simulations

• Fit linear model in 
region of Sobs to 
estimate likelihood

ABC Regression



Example – Gaussian Distribution

Rejection Regression



• Benefit 1 – No need to fine tune tolerance (can be 
very difficult with actual data)

• Benefit 2 – Faster computation than rejection. 
Especially in high dimensions

• Benefit 3 – No need to worry about boundaries of 
parameter space

• Problem 1 – I'm pretty sure the prior is ignored

• Problem 2 – Is it even Bayesian?

• Problem 3 – High dimensions are still difficult

• Problem 4 – Sample statistic needs to be linear

ABC Regression
Summary
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• "Zoom in" on areas of high posterior 
probability in parameter space

• Sample more from regions of high 
probability

• Use importance sampling principles to 
recover the posterior estimate

What is Population Monte Carlo?



• Sample from proposal 
distribution on 
parameter space

• Accept only "close" 
parameters

• Reduce tolerance

• New proposal 
distribution

ABC PMC



• We're not sampling from the prior, π, – we're sampling from a 
proposal distribution, g

• Adjust the sampled proportions by multiplying by weight = π/g

• Some fancy maths involved but it makes intuitive sense

• Use weights in a weighted kernel density estimate to get posterior

Importance Sampling



• Approximate posterior/likelihood

• Sample from interesting areas of parameter space

• Iteratively "zoom in"

• Recover posterior estimate using importance 
sampling

• Works great. Quick and accurate

• Bit of a learning curve

ABC Population 
Monte Carlo 
Summary
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Reminds Me of Taylor Expansions

One way of thinking about it – not rigorous but something to it

• ABC regression
• 1st order Taylor 

expansion
• Valid in a bigger 

region

• ABC rejection
• 0th order 

Taylor expansion.
• Only valid in a 

small region

• ABC PMC
• Gaussian 

Kernel Approximation,
higher order TE.

• Also zoom in on region

Accuracy



• Zipf's Law – model was wrong

• Choice of summary statistic strongly affects results

• "True" model isn't in the parameter space

• No ground truth

• Different measures of distance to truth give 
different results

• No way to say which is right – you have inherent 
bias

• Really, the model is wrong

Doesn't work if 
your model is 
wrong




